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bibliography: book-length studies of chinese cinemas ... - chen, kuang-jung (2009), toward a semiotics
of chinese cinema: a critical study of cinematic signs, saarbrücken: vdm verlag dr. muller aktiengesellschaft &
co. kg. positioning auteur theory in chinese cinemas studies ... - chinese cinemas (and from the 1990s,
south korean cinema) emerging as the more thriving, while the study of japanese cinema receives a new
breath of life through cult obsession with j-horror and ultra-violent films, chinese socialist women s cinema
- routledgehandbooks - consequently, the study of chinese women s cinema, especially from the socialist
period (1949 76), has situated its subject within the terms of debate set by western feminist critics, centering
its criticism on chinese women directors failure to produce counter, introduction - rd.springer - in screening
china: critical intervention, cinematic reconfigurations, and the transnational imagery in contemporary chinese
cinema (ann harbor: center for chinese studies, university of michigan press, 2002), 253–313. gendered selfconsciousness in china’s sixth generation ... - lingzhen wang and louisa wei’s book chinese women’s
cinema: transnational contexts (2011) is the first anthology to focus entirely on offering critical insights and
dialogues on female chinese filmmakers and their films. 3 shuqin cui’s book women through the glassic film
theory and semiotics - masarykova univerzita - critical approaches specific value of cinema-what has
allowed it to pro-vide such a compelling representation of modernity. forthis two main strategies emerged.
course title : film and cinema studies - to equip students with a variety of analytical and critical tools in
studying and understanding cinema. 2. to introduce to students the aesthetics and politics of a variety of films
selected from different genres, movements, historical periods and cultures. 3. to help students to explore
various ways of looking at cinema: as technology, as art form, as “language”, as industry, as consumer ...
aims of critical discourse analysis - discourse in society - "critical discourse analysis" (cda) has become
the general label for a special approach to the study of text and talk, emerging from critical linguistics, critical
semrotics and in general from a socio-politically conscious and oppositional way of investigating language,
discourse and commumcatlon. as is the case for many fields, approaches and subdisciplines in language and
discourse studies ... multilateral and holistic perspectives in contemporary ... - integrated semiotics
scott taylor the critical study of performance has only recently made its way into more mainstream academic
discourse. during the second half of the twentieth-century, the “death of the author” gave birth to an
expansion of traditional concepts of “textuality,” consequently elevating the status of pop culture as a
legitimate object of critical inquiry. the “text ... umberto eco semiotics in the next millennium 1 literature, visual arts, theater, cinema, architecture, television and music, a section devoted to the semiotics of
culture, one on the non-verbal behavior, and one on psychology and psychiatry. martial arts cinema and
hong kong modernity - hkupressu - critical commonplace that tends to reduce the genre to a mere vehicle
for cultural nationalism. th is sort of cultural nationalist reading, which stresses the long history of martial arts
literature and culture in china and considers martial arts cinema as an integral part of this quintessential
chinese tradition, is a useful and even neces-sary, but ultimately inadequate, approach. not only ...
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